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In September 2004, Sony released a BIOS update (SCPH70000J) for
PS2 console compatibility. The console was updated to SCPH70000J,
containing firmware version V21.4/R21.28. This BIOS version
supported backwards compatibility with all models starting with
SCPH70000. Among other changes, the PS2 controller port was no
longer connected to the sound output, and a second serial port was
added (via Modchip for use as a game cheat/hacking device). This
serial port had no discernible effect, and did not seem to cause
compatibility issues with games, and thus its actual use was purely
cosmetic. Between October and November 2004, several Japanese
models (SCPH-70000/F, SCPH-70000/G, and SCPH-70000/H) were
introduced; these models included a wider expansion bay (even
supporting the previous generation's expansion bay modules), but
still lacked the PS2-exclusive features, such as internal broadband
network, analog audio, and dev9 modchip. These models supported
the use of "Bootleg PS2 game", which are bootleg copies of games
protected by the region shield, produced by copy protection fans who
wish to play games without the region lock. Bootleg copies made by
SCEI produce discs without a region flag, allowing players outside of
Japan to play these copies. In January 2005, Sony introduced a new
PS2 (SCPH70000J/R21.45), slightly modified version of the previous
model SCPH70000H/R21.45. This is the first model with a memory
card slot, USB peripheral port, and a start-up logo. The new model is
generally considered to be a professional model for video enthusiasts.
The model is used for high-definition video recording with upgraded
hardware. [8] One of the unique changes included the inability to use
modchips, to attempt to prevent people who hack consoles from
using bootleg copies (or save games from retail games), thereby
making the PS2 more difficult to hack. Sony opted to instead include a
small reset switch on the unit's main PCB. As a result, the older BIOS
(dated R21.28) can no longer be modified. The technical details of the
differences between the older BIOS and new BIOS have not been fully
uncovered, although Sony noted that some changes had to do with
input decoding and PL1. PL1 is a proprietary interface which handles
power protection, enabling some games to be able to continue to run
when the unit's power is cut. The new BIOS did reclassify the power
switch (which once was always on), and it introduced a new power
switch. This new power switch is marked "STAT" in a purple box and is
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the only location in the BIOS where changing the switch setting can
cause the system to reset. This switch setting, if set incorrectly, will
cause the console to enter a message before a screen full of color and
exit. The security feature to prevent modchips from being used has
been disabled. The new BIOS does however emulate the "Bootleg PS2
game" feature, while adding a new option to boot a disc from the hard
drive. This feature allows overseas games to be played by people in
Japan. [9]
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requirements: emulator scenario: windows + ps2 emulator (pcsx2)
download required files from this post: ps2 emulator download insert
the ps2 bios file into the emulator's folder (create one if necessary).
how do i replace my bios files if you want to replace your bios files,

you can follow the below instructions. if you want to replace your bios
files you have to copy the files to the right directory, i.e. psx folder.
step 1 : open the openemu (if you have not done this before). go to
settings > configure > select ps2 bios files, and the three bios files
are displayed, simply drag and drop the three files directly into the
psx directory, and press the ‘ok’ button. once this is done, the three

files will be automatically added to the psx directory. there were
many variants of the playstation. the most famous is the japanese

version of the sony playstation scph-3000. the first region model, the
scph-3001, was released in may 1996 in japan, along with the

scph-3001-ntsc, which was released in the united states. unlike other
models of the system, the scph-3001-ntsc did not include a built-in
hard drive. the scph-3001-pal was released in the united states in

november 1996, and the scph-3002 was released in the united states
and europe in january 1997. the scph-3002-pal and scph-3002-ntsc
were released in north america in may 1997. the scph-3002-pal in

north america included a hard drive, while the scph-3002-ntsc did not
include a hard drive. this was the first pal version released outside of

japan, with the scph-3002-ntsc. the scph-3002-pal was released in
japan in may 1997. the scph-3002-ntsc was released in north america
in june 1997. a version of the scph-3002-pal for european gamers was
released in january 1998. the scph-3002-pal was a region-free model.
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